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The investor dreams of having the next day’s 
newspaper, fortunately his wish is never 
granted. Indeed, when questioned at the end 
of 2019 about the pandemic spread fears and 
its potential damages, the most optimis-
tic of them would have likely missed year 
end market target levels by a wide margin. 
The MSCI World index is up 14%, Copper 
up more than 25% all this in the year of 
the strongest recession of the post-war pe-
riod... We are far from what we can read 
in financial classics about the formation 
of asset prices!  

The responsiveness of central banks and the dras-

tic increase in their balance sheet size are one of 

the explanations for this massive recovery in asset 

prices since the end of last spring. In the famous 

equation of money velocity MV=PQ* we must not 

forget that the P concerns the price of goods ... but 

also the price of financial assets!  Money velocity 

has fallen due to the crisis but the M roundly pi-

loted by the central bankers has increased by more 

than 20% thus inf lating the P mentioned. 

To go further in the thought process, it seems to us 

that this rise in asset prices has occurred in three 

stages. 

First of all, there was a “relief rally” at the end of 

March. The dislocation had been extreme (let’s re-

member that the April WTI future contract trad-

ed in negative territory for a few hours!) There 

was therefore what the old fellows called bargain 

hunting.  

At the same time, the “rally of COVID-proof com-

panies” started: a rush on Amazon, ZOOM and 

Moderna, all companies perceived as benefiting 

from the crisis. This move lasted until August, fur-

ther widening the valuation gap between growth 

and value stocks.

Finally, since summer end and even more so since 

the vaccine announcements, we have been witness-

ing a “classic” but nonetheless brutal rally: inves-

tors were rushing into cyclical and value stocks to 

bet on an economic normalization. A vigorous one 

since the “back to normal” situation is coming af-

ter drops in earnings per share estimated at -15% 

in the United States in 2020 and -38% in the Euro 

zone, and anticipated recoveries of 22% and 50% 

respectively by 2021!

The COVID cases remain at  

an all-time high in the United States,  

but it has become clear since that sudden 

market rotation in November that 

financial markets have already shifted 

into a new world, the vaccinated one.

2020 resembles a Netflix original series (67.1% YTD): 

the rebounds follow one another without dead time 

episode after episode. Will we stay captivated? 

The COVID cases remain at an all-time high  in 

the United States, but it has become clear since that 

sudden market rotation in November that financial 

markets have already shifted into a new world, the 

vaccinated one. Several elements will be key to de-

termine the next steps. 

1. EDITORIAL 
2020 ALREADY IN THE REARVIEW MIRROR, 
ON THE WAY TO 2021.
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Will there be a real V-shaped recovery in the United 

States and Europe, as the Chinese are experiencing 

today? Will it be enough to still have positive sur-

prises, despite high expectations (particularly with 

regard to eps growth).   

Are central banks going to remain in such an ac-

commodating mode? If they see a return to normal, 

won’t they risk to derail the upward momentum in 

which they have set financial markets? 

 

To answer to the first question: yes (earn-
ings rebounds will be spectacular). To the 
second: not straight away (the central bank-
ers will leave the punch bowl on the table 
for now). But it’s a very consensual view-
point, the market sentiment and perception 
are clearly bullish. The recent IPOs (graph 
1) including the Airbnb’s one (whose price 
doubled in its first session!) are one exam-
ple among others of the very fast swing back 
from Fear to Greed amongst investors! The 
loss aversion is taking a back seat, replaced 
by the fear of missing out... Be more cou-
rageous than the average was necessary in 
2020. While entertaining the announced 
recovery is tempting, one should not for-
get that the return to normal might be the 
time of profit taking. 

GRAPH 1 : RENAISSANCE IPO INDEX, INDEX TRACKING NEW IPOS IN THE US

Source : Bloomberg
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The tunnel in 2020 is first of all the COV-
ID-19 pandemic with more than 82.3 mil-
lion people infected worldwide and a death 
toll of more than 1.8 million lives. In eco-
nomic terms, this pandemic will have re-
sulted in a synchronized recession of ex-
treme violence, not seen since the post-war 
period. It is worth noting that in 2020, only 
China is expected to avoid recession. The 
shock surprises by its violence but also by 
its shortness, as it is mostly happening dur-
ing the 2nd quarter.

The light is the hope brought at the beginning of 

November with the impressive results of vaccines 

from Pfizer/BioNTech, Moderna and Astra Zene-

ca. widespread vaccination prospects make it pos-

sible to foresee a normalization of activity in 2021.  

A contraction of 4.4% of GDP in 2020* should be 

followed by a rebound of just over 5.0% in 2021. 

While China has already returned to its pre-pan-

demic level, this should not be the case for Europe 

and the United States until the end of 2021, ear-

ly 2022 at best. 

Europe, which was hit hard in 2020, is expected to 

rebound strongly in 2021. Part of this rebound can 

be explained for the countries hit the hardest by a 

favorable base effect. These countries, which include 

Italy and Spain, should be buoyed by a mechanical 

rebound in their activity.  The NextGeneration EU 

recovery plan, with EUR 750 billion in grants and 

loans, also plays an important role, especially since 

for the first time in its history it opens the door to 

2. MACRO VIEWPOINT 
LIGHT AT THE END OF THE TUNNEL...

TABLE 1 : MACRO ECONOMIC GDP FORECASTS

Source : IMF, Bloomberg, Banque Eric Sturdza

2020-2021
2017 2018 2019 2020e 2021e

World 3,8% 3,6% 2,9% -4,4% 5,2%
USA
Euro Zone
- Germany
- France
- Italy
- Spain
Switzerland
United Kingdom
Japan

2,2%
2,4%
2,2%
2,3%
1,7%
3,0%
1,7%
1,8%
1,9%

2,9%
1,9%
1,4%
1,7%
0,9%
2,6%
2,5%
1,4%
0,8%

2,3%
1,3%
0,6%
1,5%
0,3%
2,0%
1,3%
1,4%
0,7%

-3,6%
-7,4%
-5,7%
-9,4%
-9,1%
-11,7%
-5,0%
-10,7%
-5,6%

3,8%
5,0%
4,0%
6,3%
5,4%
6,0%
3,8%
5,3%
2,5%

High Growth markets 4,8% 4,5% 3,7% -3,3% 6,0%
Asia ex Japan
- China
- India
- South Kora
- Taiwan
Latin America
- Brazil
- Mexico
Russia

6,6%
6,8%
7,2%
3,2%
3,3%
1,2%
1,1%
2,1%
1,6%

6,4%
6,6%
6,8%
2,9%
2,8%
1,0%
1,1%
2,0%
2,3%

5,5%
6,1%
4,2%
2,0%
2,7%
0,1%
1,1%
0,9%
1,3%

-1,7%
2,0%
-9,0%
-1,1%
1,3%
-8,1%
-5,2%
-9,8%
-4,0%

8,0%
8,0%
8,6%
3,2%
3,2%
3,6%
2,8%
3,5%
3,0%
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debt mutualization. Greece, Portugal, Spain, Po-

land and Italy are expected to be the main recip-

ients of European grants as a percentage of their 

GDPS. This European plan also supplements na-

tional recovery efforts.  While there is hope for a 

recovery in 2021, investors will nevertheless have 

to be patient. Over the first few months of the year, 

economic activity should remain subdued, marked 

by restrictive measures and new lockdowns. On the 

health front, the vaccine deployment and its accept-

ance by populations will be key factors to monitor. 

The light at the end of the tunnel  

is also the historic trade deal  

signed by the European Union  

and the United Kingdom.

The light at the end of the tunnel is also the historic 

trade deal signed by the European Union and the 

United Kingdom. Four years after having voted to 

leave the European Union, the United Kingdom and 

the European Union have reached an agreement in 

extremis defining the conditions of the Brexit. The 

agreement comes into force on January 1, 2021, al-

though the text will still have to be ratified by the 

national parliaments of the 27. Broadly speaking, 

the agreement guarantees duty-free and quota-free 

access for “all goods that comply with the appro-

priate rules of origin”. This is unprecedented but it 

helps to avoid tariffs for the automotive sector and 

processed food products. As in the so-called Phase 

1 trade deal between China and the United States, 

the dispute resolution mechanism will be under the 

responsibility of a Joint Committee. As requested by 

the United Kingdom, the European Court of Jus-

tice will have no play in the process. In exchange 

for this, the United Kingdom agrees not to lower all 

European social, environmental and climate stand-

ards in place on December 31, 2020 and to adapt 

to their evolution. Another important point for the 

City is that service providers will lose their auto-

matic right to offer services in the European Un-

ion. Although the devil is certainly in the details 

of the 1246 pages, the trauma of a Hard Brexit is 

avoided. For international investors, it also partial-

ly lifts the overhang that plagued UK assets over 

the past few years. 

 

Finally, a new USD 900 billion recovery package 

targeting households and small and medium-sized 

businesses is voted by the Congress in the United 

States. This plan is above all a breath of fresh air for 

the American consumer: enhanced jobless benefits 

of $300 per week, direct payment of $600 per adult. 

It is this last amount that proves to be controversial, 

Donald Trump refusing initially to ratify this plan 

if it is not revalued at $2,000. Last provocation or 

political blow? Time will tell. In the meantime, this 

maneuver embarrasses the Republican majority in 

the Senate and the two Republican candidates for 

the Senate in Georgia. These two senatorial elec-

tions taking place at the beginning of January could 

give Democrats a majority in the Senate. This un-

likely scenario a few weeks ago becomes possible. 

Under this hypothesis, the prospect of a larger defi-

cit could weigh on the US dollar and on long rates.

After a year 2020 annus horribilis at the 
macro level - less so at the market level - 
recovery hopes are real and substantial. 
Nevertheless, investors will have to be pa-
tient and vigilant. Vaccines offer prospects, 
and economic activity should benefit from 
the continued support of central banks and 
of the numerous stimulus plans. However, 
economic activity should remain disrupted 
early in the year and with higher expecta-
tions, the risk of disappointment is greater.  
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3. FIXED INCOME 
2021, MAKE OR BREAK...

Central banks and  
Government Bonds

There will be no huge surprises to expect from cen-

tral banks in 2021. Key interest rates should not 

move and Quantitative Easing programs should 

be maintained, or even amplified and/or extend-

ed. A close coordination between Janet Yellen and 

Jerome Powell to promote inf lation could lead to 

a steepening of the yield curve, but this should re-

main well under the control of the Fed. The 30-year 

TIPS will remain attractive if the inflation breake-

ven rises above 2% in the first quarter. If nominal 

rates are not immune to a slight momentary pres-

sure, real rates should remain in negative territo-

ry. In Europe, German long rates are unlikely to 

move much and peripheral spreads could stabilize 

at current levels.

Credit spreads

If there is not much more to expect from the EUR 

Investment Grade, there will be no disaster nei-

ther as the ECB will keep a tight lead on it. On the 

dollar market, there are still attractive spreads on 

some interesting BBB rated issuers. We will main-

ly look in two directions. Emerging markets can of-

fer interesting investment opportunities, provided 

they comply with ESG criteria for inclusion in our 

portfolios. We will look at China, but not only. For 

this asset class, the potential for the Dollar to ap-

preciate or depreciate will have to be analyzed with 

great detail. The other aspect of our investments in 

credit (by far the most attractive one in our view) 

concerns hybrid debt of non-bank companies. We 

believe that the primary market will abound with 

opportunities in this asset class, which is still too lit-

tle known and underweighted in most asset manag-

ers’ portfolios. Admittedly, performance expecta-

tions will be more modest than in the recent past, 

but there is still room for improvement: the hybrid 

debt/senior debt spread ratio still stands at 2.5-3. 

We expect to see this ratio fall to 2 or even lower. 

Thus, we are attacking 2021 with a more aggres-

sive stance as regards the credit segment, to the 

detriment of government bonds purely exposed to 

duration risk.          

Don’t count your chickens  
before they are hatched...

Our market views allow us to approach the year 2021 

with relative confidence and serenity. If our central 

scenario, which goes hand in hand with the contin-

ued good performance of the equity markets, is val-

idated, this will enable us to envisage good perfor-

mances, albeit lower than those of 2019 and 2020. 

No one can guarantee today that the famous vac-

cines will be freely available and effective without 

major side effects. Nor can anyone assess the prob-

ability of a third or fourth containment in 2021. 

The equity markets, which have been on a freeride 

since March 23, 2020 (and which have been boost-

ed by the recent vaccine announcements) are not 

immune to a correction. So it might be premature 

to forget Treasuries too quickly and one should be 

ready to consider them again. This is not the time 

to cancel our fire insurance policies because the fire 

seems to be under control and almost extinguished 

but can start again at any time!
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4. EQUITIES 
2020, A YEAR OF RECORDS -  
SO WHERE TO FROM HERE?

Without a doubt, 2020 will go down in his-
tory as a unique year. With more than 1.6m 
deceased  and 72m cases worldwide, the 
scourge that is Covid-19 took an alarming 
direct human toll. By forcing governments 
to take drastic confinement measures, few 
aspects of human life remained unaffect-
ed, and with that, the global economy suf-
fered its most significant disruption in re-
cent history. The global and synchronized 
nature of the pandemic deprived us from 
any form of stabilizing regional decoupling 
as in previous exogenous shocks, and the 
wide-ranging quarantines initially spared 
few sectors from fundamental disruptions.  

With a sluggish economy, high levels of indebt-

edness and seemingly few weapons left in central 

banks’ respective arsenals, the initial Q1 2020 set-

up was also an especially poor fundamental back-

drop to absorb this historic shock – and a shock it 

was: global real GDP plummeted by a whopping 

31% in the second quarter of 2020. 

Thankfully, 2020 was also a year of human audac-

ity and ingenuity. Within weeks of markets starting 

to internalize the possibility of economic devasta-

tion, governments and central banks courageously 

put together stimuli, interventions and guarantees 

of historic proportions, deftly enabling the finan-

cial system to remain af loat while the important 

medical work to combat the pandemic raged on. In 

the medical field, extraordinary advances in vac-

cines and treatments were achieved in record time. 

Corporate habits adapted to work-from-home, and 

adoption of digital solutions drastically accelerated 

all in demographics. The undeniable need for fis-

cal stimulus emboldened governments to finance, 

most notably in the EU, formidable decarboniza-

tion ambitions.

All in all, 2020 was a year of records: the cost of 

protecting from a further drop in equities via op-

tions, as measured by the VIX and V2x Indices, 

even outpaced the most extreme days of 2008. The 

price of WTI crude oil reached an unimaginable 

USD -37 in April. From the quickest 30%+ draw-

down to the quickest recovery in 122 trading days, 

numerous other records were then shattered as well 

on the way up: Apple managed to increase its mar-

ket capitalization by USD 1trn while recording lit-

tle revenue growth. This is to say nothing about the 

myriad other hot technology companies with little 

history but high expectations as demonstrated by 

the Renaissance IPO Index. The rush to invest in 

companies seen as benefiting from the acceleration 

of long-term trends contributed to record valuation 

differentials between different cross sections of the 

market, and some clear sign of frothiness in some 

parts of the market.
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TABLE 2 : VIX INDEX HISTORY (1992-2020)

Closing Levels
Rank Date Level

1 16.03.20 82,69
2 20.11.08 80,86
3 27.10.08 80,06
4 24.10.08 79,13
5 18.03.20 76,45

Intraday Highs
Rank Date Level

1 24.10.08 89,53
2 18.03.20 85,47
3 17.03.20 84,83
4 19.03.20 84,26
5 16.03.20 83,56

Source : Bloomberg, Banque Eric Sturdza

Where to from here ?
As we approach the new year, we believe that key 

drivers of equity performance remain in place. With 

major equity indices expected to show 20%+ ear-

nings growth from a low base, this dynamic will 

likely support the view that while rich from a his-

torical and nominal standpoint, equities will nor-

malize to more acceptable levels when considering 

the low interest rate environment. Significant fiscal 

support should remain the norm in Europe and the 

US as large swaths of the SMB universe, the key to 

national employment, remain in need of economic 

assistance. When central banks and government 

vow to keep both risk perception and benchmark 

rates as low as possible, assets are forced, through 

a very real lack of alternatives, into higher yielding 

investments. On this front, the current Covid crisis 

has merely accelerated and intensified a financial 

context in place since the post 2008 era of quanti-

tative easing. Could this be the beginning of a new 

bull market?  

Ironically, one of the areas of concern is sha-
ping to be the prevalence of this view, and 
while that does not in itself constitute a re-
liable enough contrarian indicator, risks 
of frothiness and the difficulty to find true 
attractive diversifiers will remain on our 
minds as we prepare to navigate, hopeful-
ly, the post-covid world in 2021.

TABLE 3 : VALUATION LEVELS AND EPS GROWTH FORECASTS

Source : UBS, Banque Eric Sturdza

Where we stood at end of...
Where analysts 
expect us to be 

in 2 years?

What happened 
to earnings in 

2020?

Analyst earnings 
expectations over next 

2 years?

... 2019
PE Ratio

... 2020
PE Ratio PE Ratio EPS growth 

(in %)
EPS growth  

(in %), Cumul.
Energy 11,9 24,3 10,7 -56,4 122,8
Materials 11,8 14,3 10,6 7,8 29,1
Industrials 15,4 34,8 15,5 -48,8 122
Cons. Discretion. 16,1 39,1 17,8 -35,5 115,6
Consumer Staples 17,3 19,1 16 -1,7 18,3
Health Care 16 17,3 13,8 7,4 20,9
Information Tech. 19,2 24,1 17,8 9,5 32,9
Comm. Services 17,1 20,5 15,6 1,3 29,6
Utilities 16,4 16,3 14,5 7,6 17,5
Real Estate 12,5 13,5 11 5,5 27,3
Global 15,5 21,9 14,6 -15,3 47,9
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6. PERFORMANCES 

EQUITIES IN LOCAL CURRENCIES

BONDS, CURRENCIES AND COMMODITIES

34,1%

10,1%

15,6%

16,9%

11,2%

16,1%

5,1%

7,5%

11,0%

17,9%

19,3%

11,7%

11,2%

13,6%

12,9%
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MSCI CHINA

CSI 300 INDEX
NASDAQ 100 STOCK INDX

2020 3M 1M

2020 3M 1M

19,2%

17,7%

-3,9%

-3,9%

0,2%

5,3%

0,6%

5,8%

7,1%

-1,5%

4,5%

6,5%

3,3%

0,7%

16,8%

--1177,,77%%

--1177,,00%%

--88,,44%%

--66,,33%%

--00,,44%%

11,,88%%

22,,11%%

33,,11%%

55,,33%%

55,,77%%
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99,,22%%
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2255,,99%%
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WTI CRUDE FUTURE  Feb21
Swiss Franc Spot
China Renminbi Spot
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Source : Bloomberg, Banque Eric Sturdza, 31/12/20
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Legal information

This document intends to provide information and opinions on dif-

ferent matters. It is intended only for this purpose. This document 

does not constitute an advice, an offer nor a solicitation by Banque 

Eric Sturdza S.A. or on behalf of Banque Eric Strudza S.A. to buy 

or sell any financial instrument or to subscribe to any financial in-

strument. This document does not contain any recommendation per-

sonal or generic and does not take into account the investment ob-
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of any persons. This document does not contain any offer or any 
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constitute an advertisement or an investment recommendation or a  
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must not be relied on and must not be the only source to make a de-

cision about financial investments. It is also not a legal or tax advice, 

or any recommendation about any kind of financial services and is 

not intended to constitute any kind of basis on which to make a de-

cision on a financial investment. Banque Eric Sturdza SA is not re-

sponsible and may not be held responsible for any loss arising from 

decision taken on the basis of the information provided in this doc-

ument or for any liabilities arising from such decision. Although all 

due diligence has been performed to ensure that this information is 

accurate at the time of its publication, no guarantee is given regard-

ing its accuracy, exhaustiveness or reliability. The information pro-

vided may change, even immediately after publication and there is 

no obligation to provide an up to date information at any time. Fur-

thermore, the information provided in this document do not intend 

to provide all the legal and necessary information on financial in-

struments or on issuers. Other publications from Banque Eric Stur-

dza SA may in the past or in the future reach different conclusions 

from the information contained in this document. Furthermore, the 

present document and the information provided do not in any way 

engage the responsibility of Banque Eric Sturdza S.A., its affiliated 

companies, or its employees. 

Information on risks

Investments are subject to a variety of risks. Before taking any deci-

sion of investment or entering in any transaction, any investor should 

request detailed information on the risks associated with the decision 

of investment and with the financial investment. Some type of prod-

ucts are in general bearing higher risks than others but general rules 

cannot be relied on. It is remembered that past performance is not 

a reliable indication of future results and that historical returns and 

past performance as well as financial market scenarios are not relia-

ble indicator of future performance, significant losses remaining al-

ways possible. The value of any investment depends also on the fact 

that the base currency of the portfolio is different from the currency 

of the investment subject to the foreign exchange rates. The exchange 

rates may f luctuate and adversely affect the value of the investment 

when it is realized and converted in the base currency of the portfolio. 

Distribution information

This document is not directed towards specified jurisdictions or to-

ward specific person or entity resident in a specific jurisdiction and 

doesn’t constitute any act of distribution, in jurisdiction where such 

publication or such distribution is contrary to the applicable law or 

regulation or would be contrary to any mandatory license require-

ment. This document is provided for the sole use of its recipient and 

must not be transferred to a third person or reproduced.


